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A hand-held,dual-detectorprobehas been developed forsurgicaltumorstaging. Thisdual
probesimultaneouslymonitorscounts froma possible tumorsite alongwithcounts from
adjacentnormaltissue using two concentric,collimatedscintillationdetectors. A comparison
of counts from the detectors can distinguish a small tumor directly in front of the probe from
variations in background activity.The probe was tested in computer simulationsof surgical
staging of metastases to para-aortic and iliac lymph nodes using a spatial response map of
the probe,a numericaltorso phantom,and organactivitydata for [@CoJb1eomydninrabbits.
Results show that the dual probe performs better than a single-detector probe in detecting
tumorsand solvesthe problemcaused by spatialvariationsinthe backgroundsource
distribution.
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xternal imaginghas had poor successin localizing
soft-tissue tumors smaller than 2 cm in diameter, par
ticularly when they are located deep in tissue (1,2).
Problemsincludethe lowsensitivityofgamma imaging
systems and low tumor uptake of the radiopharmaceu
tical. Tumor activity for existing soft-tissue tumor
markers is rarely greater than a few hundred nCi per
cubic centimeter. With camera coffimator efficiencies
on the order of i0@, rates from small tumors (<1 cm3)
are <1 c/sec at the detector. Attenuation and scatter in
tissue further reduce count rates for deep tumors. More
over, target-to-nontarget uptake ratios for existing phar
maceuticalsare rarely greater than 10:1 (2â€”4)so that
uptake in normal tissue presents a substantial back
ground.

Detection sensitivity can be improved by moving a
detector close to the tumor. This decreasesthe atten
uating and scattering tissue between the source and
detector and increases the solid angle subtended by the
source at the detector. Small scintillation and semicon
ductor probes have been constructed for insertion into
the body for tumor detection during bronchoscopy or
surgery (1â€”3,5,6).Such probes have detected tumors of
diameter <1 cm.

However, detection procedures that use probes have
difficulty distinguishing activity variations near the
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probe, such as those due to tumors, from background
activity variations that arise from different uptakes of
the radiopharmaceutical in different normal tissues
(1,5,7). Thus an increase in count rate as the probe is
moved may arise from a tumor near the detector or
from the change of the detector position or orientation
with respect to a distant organ of high activity. Diag
nostic errormay result and, for this reason, the advan
tages of probes are often not fully realized in practice.

In this paper we report the design and testing of a
new probe, the â€œdualprobe.â€•It is designed with two
concentric detectors to solve the problems caused by
spatial variations in the background. A dual-probe sys
tern with concentric detectors was employed by Groch
et al. (8) for a different task, the measurement of left
ventricular ejection fraction. Our dual probe was tested
in computer simulations of surgical staging using a
numerical torso phantom. Its performancewas assessed
using instrumental receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis and compared to the performance of a
single-detector probe.

MATERIALS AND METhODS

Designof the Dual Probe
The dual probe was designed with two independent NaI(T1)

scintillation detectors: a central, or inner, detector and a
concentric outer detector (Fig. 1). Both detectors view the
same background distribution, but the inner detector is sub
stantially more sensitive to a small volume directly in front of
the probe. Thus a comparison of counts from the detectors
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can disclose increased activity, such as a tumor, in this sensi
tive region. In the Appendix we discuss a suitable comparison
of counts.

Several designs ofthe dual probe were considered, differing
in their collimator geometries and detector radii. For each
design we made radiometric calculations of the probe's re
sponse to various tumors in a uniform background source.
Tumors ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 cm in diameter and had an
activity of 24 nCi per cm3. The background was modeled by
a spatially uniform source 5 cm thick with an activity of 2.4
nCi per cm3. We calculated the ROC figure of merit d (see
Appendix)foreachdesignandusedthesevaluesto compare
designs.

These calculationsgave two interesting results. First, for
the probe in contact with a tumor of fixed size, there is an
inner detector diameter that maximizes d. Figure 2 shows,
not surprisingly,that this optimum diameter is approximately
equal to the diameter of the tumor presented. The second
result is shownin Figure3. The probe's sensitivityto tumors
locatednearthe probeface is greatestfor shortcollimator
lengths. For deeper tumors, longer collimatorsare best. Su
perficialtumors subtend largesolidanglesat the inner detec
tor. Shortcollimatorshelpmaximizethe sensitivityto these
tumorsbyallowinga largeinner-detectorfieldofview.Deeper
tumorssubtendsmallersolidanglesand overlapthe fieldof
view of the outer detector. Thus the probe views part of the
tumorasa backgroundsource.Longercollimatorsrestrictthe
fieldof viewofthe innerdetectorso thatit is lesssensitiveto
backgroundsourcesand restrictsthe fieldofview ofthe outer
detector so it is less sensitiveto the tumor. In effect, longer
collimatorsextend the sensitiveregion of the probe. The
optimumprobedesign,therefore,dependson both the size
andthedepthofthe tumorsexpected.

Thedualprobewasdesignedprimarilyforsurgicalstaging
of lymphnode metastasesin the abdomenand pelvis.This
task is particularly well suited to the probe because a limited
number ofnodes must be searched,and the probecan usually
be placed in contact with each node. A photograph of this
probe is shown in Figure 4. The inner detector is 0.6 cm in
diameter, consistent with the small (<1 cm) size expected for

lymph nodes harboringoccult metastases.The outer detector
has an outer diameter of 1.8 cm and an area five times the

FIGURE 1
Cross-sectional schematic of dual
probe.Collimatordesignproduces
sensitive region directly in front of
innerdetector. Geometryis rotation
allysymmetric.
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FIGURE 2
Plot of da versus inner detector diameter for 1.0 cm diem
eter tumor (solid)and 0.5 cm diametertumor (dashed).
Tumors are located in contact with probe directly in front
of inner detector. Diameter of probe (2.54 cm) and thick
ness of inner collimator(0.25 cm) are held constant.

area of the inner detector. Because the probe is to be used in
contact with suspectedtumors, the collimators extend only
0.5 mm beyond the faces of the detectors. The two NaI(T1)
scintillatorsare0.6 cm longand areseparatedby a 0.1-cm
thick lead collimator. This assembly is housed in a hermeti
callysealedaluminum container. The crystalsare coupled to
photomultipliertubesby separatefiberopticlightguidescon
tamed in a common flexible sheath. A chain of event elec
tronics, including a preamplifier, amplifier, single channel
analyzer,and counter, followseachphotomultipliertube, The
counters are on accessoryboards in a personal computer
whichprovideson-linedata acquisition,analysis,and display.
The electronics (not shown in Fig. 4) are completely portable,
incorporated within a half-sizeMM bin and the personal
computer.
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FIGURE 3
Plot of d V@SU5separation of probe and tumor for 0.2 cm
collimator(solid)and 0.6 cm collimator(dashed).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spatial Response of the Probe
We mapped the point-response function ofthe probe

using a small source of â€œCo.Count rates in both
detectors were recorded for each placement of the
source in a plane containing the axis of rotational
symmetry of the probe. These measurements and the
assumption of rotational symmetry gave a spatial map
of the probe response from which its total response to
any activity distribution could be Calculated.The map
ping procedure was carried out with the probe and
sources inside a water tank to include effects of atten
uation and Compton scatter. The tank was approxi
matelythe sizeofa human torso (30 cm x 30 cm x 50
cm).

Figure5 showsthe resultsofthe count rate measure
ments presented as a spatialâ€•differentialsensitivityâ€•
map in an axial plane of the probe. We define differ
ential sensitivity by r1 Fri,,where r1and r0are count
rates in the inner and outer detectors,respectively,that
result from a point source ofunit activity. The normal
ization constant F is described in the Appendix. For
the map in Figure 5 we used F= 0.27. A region of high
sensitivity is indicated near the probe face. All source
points in this region contribute substantially more to
the count rate in the inner detector, r1,than to the
normalized count rate in the outerdetector, Fr0. Sources
far from the probe contribute to the count rates in the
proportion of r1@ Fr0.Althoughthese sourcespresent
a background to the inner detector, information about
their contribution to the background is recorded in the
outer detector. A region ofnegative differentialsensitiv
ity is also evident in the map. This occurs near the

SeparationbetweenProbeandTumor(cm)
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FIGURE 4
Photograph of dual probe showing crystal housing, fiber
optic light guides in black plastic sheath, and two photo
multipliertubes.

edges of the probe where source points contribute sub
stantially more to the count rate in the outer detector.
The decrease in the probe's sensitivity due to sources
in this region is small compared to the increase in
sensitivity for a source in front ofthe inner detector, so
localized spots of high activity near the edges of the
probe do not significantly degradeprobe performance.

Phantom Construction and Surgical Simulation
We constructed a numerical torso phantom by digi

tizing transverse slices from an atlas of cross-sectional
anatomy. The phantom contains 45,448 voxels, each
measuring 1 cm x 1 cm X 1.3 cm, and each assigned
to one of 19 organs. With a given organ activity distri
bution for the phantom we can simulate many clinical
procedures such as external gamma imaging and en
doscopicor surgicaltumor detection usingprobes.

We estimated the distributionand covariation of â€œCo
bleomycin in human organs using activity distribution
data for nine major organs in rabbits. For these esti
mates we assumed the fractional uptake of the admin
istered dose for an organ to be the same in the rabbit
and human. The estimates were used to form a multi
variate normal probability law ofnine parameters corn
prising the nine organ activities. Activity variation and
covariation were preserved in the probability law. From
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FIGURE 5
Differential sensitivity map in front of
dual probe. Cross section of dual
probe with inner detector (I) and
outer detector (0) separated by col
Iimatorsisalsoshown.Wehaveplot
ted r â€”Fr0 for point source. Arrow
indicates grey levelcorresponding to
differentialsensitivityof 0. Map coy
ers a field4 cm x 8 cm and Is rota
tionallysymmetric.

this law we chose 1,000 sets of organ activities and
simulated 1,000 patients. Activities for the 10 organs in
the torso phantom that were not represented in the
activity distribution data were assigned with the as
sumption that similar human tissues have similar up
takes of the radiopharmaceutical. For example, we as
sumed that the intestines and stomach have the same
activity per cubic centimeter of tissue.

To simulate metastases, @@@-7,000tumors of random
activity (1-8 times the average local activity) were dis
tributed among 14 para-aortic and iliac lymph-node
sites in the 1,000 patients. These tumors were 1 cm in
diameter.

Using the measured point-response maps, the nu
merical torso phantom, and the activity distribution
data, we simulated a surgical tumor staging procedure
with the help of a VAX 8600 computer. Count rates
for both detectors were computed by summing the
count rate contributions of each torso voxel. For each
simulated patient we obtained 14 sets of count rates
corresponding to the 14 lymph-node sites. Poisson noise
corresponding to a specified count time was added to
each data set.

Evaluation of Probe Performance
The dual-probe performance in the simulated sur

gical procedure was evaluated at count times ranging
from 0.1 to 1,000 sec. For each count time we calculated
the test statistic A@(see Appendix) for all 14,000 sets of
counts and divided the data into 100 groups. The area
under the receiveroperatingcharacteristic(ROC) curve
was calculated for each group and from these areas we
computed a mean area and standard error. Note that
there is no human observer used in this analysis. All
ROC-curve areas were calculated directly from the sam
ples of the decision variable, A@.

We also evaluated the performance ofa single-detec
tor probe, the inner detector alone, given the same

simulated task as the dual probe. The test used with the
single-detectordata was

A@= c@â€”

where c@is the inner detector count and bi is the local
background count in the inner detector. Since c@and b@
cannot be simultaneously measured at the lymph node
in question, the inner detector count at the lymph node
nearest the node ofinterest was used as a measurement
of the background count, b@.

In Figure 6 we have plotted the area under the ROC
curve at various count times for the dual- and single
detector probes. For reasonable count times during
surgery, -@-lto 10 sec per site, the dual probe performs
much better than the single-detector probe. The figure
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FiGURE 6
Plot of area under ROC curve versus count time for single
detector probeand dual probe. Errorsin areas are given
by sizes of circles and triangles.
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also shows how Poisson noise and background count
rate variations limit system performance. For count
times less than 5 sec, both probe systems are limited by
Poissonnoise so that their performancesimprove with
longer count time. For count times >5 sec the non
uniformity ofthe background source distribution limits
the performance of the single-detector probe so an
increase in count time does not improve probe perform
ance. The dual probe is less sensitive to background
count rate variations and thus its performance contin
ues to improve with longer count times. Beyond 20 sec
the background fluctuations also limit the dual-probe
systemalthoughthe performancelevelofthe dual probe
is now much better than the single-detector probe.
Figure 6 shows quite clearly that the dual probe is
effective in solving the problem caused by fluctuations
in the background count rate.

CONCLUSIONS

We have designed and constructed a dual-detector
probe for use in surgical tumor staging. It solves the
problem presented by spatial variations in the back
ground sourcedistribution. Preliminarymeasurements
and computer simulation results indicate that the dual
probe performs much better than a single-detector
probe in realistic detection tasks. We used scintillation
detectors in our probe but a dual probe built with
semiconductor detectors should give similar results.
The use of the probe with indium-i 11-labeled mono
clonal antibodies to detect colorectal and prostate can
cer is now being investigated.

APPENDIX

Whenthe dual probe is usedto determinewhethera region
of interestcontainsa tumor,we receivecountdata,c@andct,,
from the inner and outer detectors, respectively. Using these
datawe mustdecidewhethera tumoris present.ThisAppen
dix describes the features ofa suitable test for tumor presence
anda figureof meritto evaluateprobeperformance.

An intuitive,but not necessarilyoptimum,test that we
have employed involves a normalizedratio ofthe counts. This
scaiar test statistic, A',, is given by

Ad=j@â€”1. (1)

HereF is the ratioof the count ratesin the detectorswhen
the probeis viewinga spatiallyuniformbackgroundsource.
When there is no tumor present,we have expectationvalues
(denotedby â€˜C.. .>) for the data (ci) = n and (ce) n/F
where n is the mean count in the inner detectordue to
background. In this case (Ad) = 0. With a tumor present, the
expectationvaluesbecome (ci) = s + n and (ct,)= n/F where
5 is the mean count increase in the inner detector due to the
tumor.Weassumethatthe outerdetectorcountrateis unaf
fected by the tumor. This assumption is supported by the
collimator geometry of the probe (Fig. 1). The expectation
valueofthe test statisticwhena tumor ispresentthen becomes
(Ad) s/n > 0. Notice this discussion assumes that the signal,

5, and background, n, are deterministic quantities. However,
the dual probe was designedfor a task with background
variation.Despitethis simplification,the dual probeusedwith
theteststatisticin Eq.(1) hasperformedquitewell.

With a decision variable for the system, we can form a
figure of merit to evaluate different dual-probe designs. Fol
lowing the recommendations of Swets and Pickett (9) we
chose the ROC figure of merit, d.,, given by

â€”(Ad)1â€” (Ad)O

Here, (Ad)@ and (72k@ the meanand varianceof A, given
that a tumor is present, and (A4o and cr@oare the mean and
variance given that no tumor is present. The expectation
values of AÃ¶were discussed above. The variances can be
calculatedfrom the formula

(3)

evaluatedat c@= (ci) and c@= (ci,). In this formula, i@and
o@oare variances for cj and c@,.But, ifwe disregard background

andtumoractivityvariationsas above,c@andc@,arePoisson
randomvariablesThusa@= (cj) andu@= (ce,)whichgives

(4)

Tocalculateo@and 4 wesubstitutethecorrespondingtumor
presentandtumor-absentvaluesof (ci) and (c,,) intoEq.(4).
Ifwe assumethatthesignalis small(i.e.,s 4 n) thenwe find
we find

(5)

and

d.@ (6)
â€˜In(l+ F)â€¢

We usedthe figureof meritgivenin Eq.(6) to optimizethe
designparametersof the dual probe.

As noted before, the test presented in Eq. (1) is not neces
sarilyoptimum.Weareinvestigatinga Bayesiantest(10) for
tumor presence based-on models of the probability laws
governingtumorandbackgroundactivities.
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